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The electronic nose, or eNose, is an instrument that attempts to replicate the function of the biological olfactory
system. Since the early work by Persaud and Dodd in the 1980s, it has been in continuous development, with the
first commercial instrument being released in the first part of the 1990s. Over the following 25 years, there have
been many attempts to improve and enhance the electronic nose and a small number of commercial instruments,
using a broad range of sensors and measurement approaches. In this seminar, we present a firsthand experience
of using the electronic nose equipment based in the BioMedical Sensors Lab at the School of Engineering,
University of Warwick. The lab is equipped with a wide range of instruments that have been used on
industrial/clinical applications over the past decade. In addition, it will discuss alternative measurement
approaches, which are sometimes considered “eNose’s,” be it rightly or wrongly…! This will cover technologies
including various forms of Ion Mobility Spectrometry and portable Mass Spectrometry. As part of these
discussions, instruments that have been developed internally at Warwick University will be described/discussed
to show how we have tempted to either solve or enhance existing commercial offerings and how successful we
were in achieving this.
The seminar will include discussions on:
a. Basic operation of the instrument and the sensing technology deployed
b. Sample introduction and preparation
c. Data analysis steps/suites
d. Reliability and repeatability of these instruments
Finally, there will be discussion on the relative merits of these instruments and what we can learn from both their
successes and failures.
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